20ft Dome: Nakshatra Avittam

Avittam especially supports wealth and musical talent. It also supports unity and communication between individuals and groups. Courageous action is also stimulated. Strong prosperity with high moral principles is emphasized. This wave length emphasizes great wealth, both spiritual and material. It supports emotional stability and commercial success with inventive levels of creativity and new business ventures which pioneer into cutting edge technological fields, etc. It is good for dining and community gatherings. This energetic frequency emphasizes order and that higher ideals and principles be followed in respect with the use of this building, so that the end results may be pure, balancing and healing to life in all of its forms. This frequency may sometimes reflect our own unconscious negativity back to us in order to awaken our consciousness for healing, balancing and integration with our higher cosmic intelligence in feeling and in action. Fearlessness (the ability of the deep inner perception to see through and beyond the illusions of fear-based motivations) is strongly emphasized and empowered. This supports positive decisions and actions which are both self empowered and which are compassionate in their considerations of the highest welfare of all beings.

Instructions for aligning the main entrance door to assist in maximizing the structure’s conduction of the natural and powerful energies of the terrestrial and celestial energy grid systems. The qualities of this Nakshatra are enhanced by placing the Entry Door on the west side of the structure and facing 2 degrees south of true west (true west is 90 degrees angle to true north, not magnetic north). This is accomplished by turning the entire structure until this alignment for the Entry is obtained.